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Abstract - The important practice for investigating human
body is the Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). It is
valuable for characterizing and illuminating the neural
construction of human brain. Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) method is one of the numerous imaging techniques
that are obtainable to probe and extract the interior soft
tissue edifices of the body. In this work we proposed the
approach to identify and drawing out of brain tumor from
patient’s MRI examination images of the brain. It comprises
some noise elimination utilities like Gaussian filter,
segmentation is done based on threshold value
determination and morphological processes which image are
processing actions that progression images founded on
forms. By means of MATLAB software we can identify and
excerpt tumor from MRI images of the brain.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Brain tumor is the supreme usually happening menace amid
human beings, so reading of brain cancer is significant. An
image subdivision technique to identify or notice cancer
from the brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Around
numerous thresholding approaches advanced then they
obligate various outcomes in every image. So a technique is
needed by which recognition of tumor can be done
exclusively. Projected a set of image subdivision procedures
which provides a satisfactory outcome on brain cancer
images [1].
Automated fault recognition in medical imaging has come to
be the developing area in numerous medical investigative
solicitations. Automated recognition of tumor in Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) is actual essential as it delivers
evidence about irregular matters are essential for preparation
usage. The conservative technique for fault recognition in
magnetic resonance brain images is human examination. The
MRI brain cancer recognition is difficult job owing to
complication and reform of cancers. The projected method
comprises three steps: preprocessing, texture features
extraction and then classification is prepared by means of
machine learning technique [2].
Brain tumor discoveries are using MRI images is a inspiring
job, since the difficult structure of the brain. MRI images
compromise better difference anxiety of numerous soft
tissues of human body. MRI Image delivers improved
outcomes than CT, Ultrasound, and X-ray. In this paper
preprocessing, post processing and methods through image
processing are discussed [3].

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Brain tumor is identified at progressive phases with the
assistance of the MRI image. Image subdivision is a
significant procedure to excerpt doubtful district from
complicated medical images. Instinctive recognition of brain
cancer by means of MRI can offer the appreciated position
and correctness of previous brain tumor recognition. A
brainy method is intended to identify brain tumor through
MRI by means of image processing grouping procedures.
The recognition of cancer is completed in dual steps:
Preparing and Improvement in the primary step and
subdivision and cataloging in the secondary step [4].
Assessment of fuzzy and neuro fuzzy based image fusion is
also one type of classification is discussed and analyzed
through investigational outcomes proved that neuro fuzzy
based image fusion technique performs improved compared
to other fusion approaches [5].
Brain MRI segmentation is a vital job in various clinical
solicitations since it inspirations the result of the complete
examination. Different processing steps rely on correct
segmentation of structural areas. MRI segmentation is
usually utilized for determining and imagining different
brain edifices, for defining lesions, for examining brain
progress, and for image-directed interferences and medical
arrangement. This assortment of image processing
submissions has led to progress of numerous segmentation
practices of different correctness and grade of involvedness
[6].Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a progressive
medical imagingpracticeutilized to yield in elevation
excellence descriptions of the portions enclosed in the human
physique. The methodology here contains preparing of the
given MRI image, its image subdivision and morphological
actions on it for the recognition and taking out of brain tumor
of actual patient’s MRI inputs [7]. Image fusion is performed
iteratively by means of neuro fuzzy and improved excellence
of satellite and medical images are used for image analysis
and to make good conclusions based on image content [8]. A
method proposed for brain tumor segmentation and
identification and proved that projected method is performed
better in identification of tumor from MRI inputs [9]. Neuro
fuzzy based image fusion is performed and proved that
proposed method outperforms existing techniques in all
assessment parameters [10].
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
DISCUSSIONS
The methodology has two steps, primarily is preprocessing
of given input Image and succeeding is image segmentation
followed by morphological processes on them to extract
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exact tumor area and results are illustrated in Fig.1, 2 and
Fig.3. Proposed algorithm comprises the following steps.
A. Translate MRI image into gray scale discipline - The
gray flat is called 8-bit gray measure. Grayscale is a kind of
glooms of gray deprived of deceptive shade. The shadiest
gloom which is likely is black, which is the entire
nonappearance of diffused or reproduced bright. The
brightest gloom is conceivable is white, the whole diffusion
or replication of bright at all observable wavelengths.
Consequently for the stated explanations primary we
translate our MRI image to in grayscale images.
B. Practice Gaussian filter to eliminate noise - We can
use direct filtering to eliminate definite kinds of noise. For
example averaging or Gaussian filters, are suitable for this
determination. For instance, an averaging filter/Gaussian
filter is beneficial for eradicating modicum noise from a
picture as each pixel gets established to the average of the
pixels in its community, limited differences produced by
grain are concentrated.
C. Usage of Median filters to progress the image
eminence - Median filters to progress the outcomes of
advanced dealing out. Median filtering is extensively
utilized in digital image processing since, in convinced
circumstances, it reserves boundaries though eliminating
noise also obligating solicitations in signal manipulation
operations.

Figure1: Flowchart for proposed algorithm

D. Calculate threshold for segmentation - The accuracy of
segmentation is depends on selection the threshold value.
Image thresholding is a modest and operative, method of
subdividing the specified input into a forefront and
upbringing. The substances are separated by translating gray
measure pictures interested in the binary images. In images
which have in height of dissimilarity thresholding is utmost
operative.
E. Perform Watershed segmentation - Based on pixel
intensity value Watershed subdivision is done. In various
image processing applications, diverse watershed positions
can be calculated. In graphs, some positions may be
demarcated on the nodes, some positions on the boundaries,
or some hybrid positions on equally nodes and boundaries.
Watersheds can similarly be demarcated on the incessant
area.
F. Perform morphological operations on segmented
image -Morphology methods are a comprehensive set of
image processing processes that practice the images
grounded on its outlines. Morphological processes relate a
organizing component to the participation image which
generating an productivity image of equivalent size. The
organizing component is situated at all conceivable positions
in the image and it is associated with the consistent locality
of pixels.

Based on results displayed in above Fig.1 to Fig.3 tumor area
is detected and displayed precisely and exactly through
proposed algorithm.
IV. CONCLUSION
Brain image segmentation is authoritative in surgical
preparation and treatment scheduling in the medical domain.
In this paper, we have projected a novel method for brain
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MR image segmentation for recognition of tumor exact
location using segmentation algorithm trailed by
morphological purifying. We remained able to segment
tumor from different brain MRI images.
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